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Editorial

No Abdication· of Duties
Community and legislative dissatisfaction
with conditions and issues at the University
consistently results in two demands. First, a
call to have the Regents intervene directly in
matters of campus discipline, or secohdly,
failing that, the ouster of the current board
and appointment of new Regents.
Abdication of responsibility is the catch
phrase used repeatedly in these attacks on
the UNM Regents.
The Regents, however, have been
conscientious in fulfilling the higher
responsibility of allowing self governance by
the University community.
In the case of charges brought against
students Allen Cooper and Bill Orzen, theyallowed the aggrieved parties to follow due
process through the Student Standards
Committee hearings and subsequent appeal.
Regent's President Arturo Ortega also
defended the right of Cooper and Orzen to
that due process before the University Study

By CAROLYN BABB
What a delight to be able to get
a way from studying and vent
pent-up frustrations and emotions
by booing and hissing at the
villain, cheering and clapping for
the hero, and. laughing at the
antics of the rival fire volunteer
fire fighters in John Van
Antwerp's "The Fireman's
Flame."
The realistic confrontation that
makes the news these days is a sad
comment on our times, but when
the Blue Bird hose boys and the
Red Heart hose boys of old New
York meet, each with bright
emblems blazoned on their manly
chests, the results are hilarious.
The musical melodrama,
directed by Gene Yell, is
particularly strong in the
choreography department thanks
to "lavish musical numbers"
staged by David Chl;lvez. The Fire
Belles may not be the best
hoofers, but cute costumes by
Carolyn Sirkel and a little leg
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Rivalry Highlights ~Fireman'
never hurt anyone. The firemen
themselves take the honors when
it comes to dancing, though. And
a little number called, "I like the
nose on your face," performed by
Jenny (Terri Price) and Nozzle
(Mark Stevens) gives the last act
an added kick.
"The Fireman's Flame" may
not be the most avant-garde,
social comment type of theater
but it does contain a few messages
against bigamy, crime, and
drinking. As the fair-haired hero
Harry Howard, played by David
Cramer, says, "There is no place
for fire water in a fire house."
The production with its many
colorful scenes courtesy of E.
"Skip" Schulte, is not completely
out of our times however, as the
voice in the back of the theater
(whoever he is) reminds us with
snidely funny comments from
time to time.
·
"Whatever there is evil a
woman is sure to be found;" (my
own quote) and the bad-guy

will exercise our intellect in
analising whether what she has to terrifying example of existing
offer can be complied with what conditions in an increasingly
we already know and thusly police state. Mr. Sceresse seems to
become more knowledgeable and be confusing the power of his
office with his .rights and opinions
complete humans,
I urge that we as students who as a private citizen.
Whatever happened to that
are involved in learning what life
great
old American constitution
is, take advantage of Lenore
that
guarantees freedom of
Kandel's presence. Yet, in doing
speech;
implies (to me, though I
so, we have been threatened by
seem
to
be thinking incorrectly),
members of the community; let
freedom
to
listen to whatever one
them come, but don't incite them
chooses,
freedom
to decide for
to violence. If anything, rap with
oneself
what
is
pornography
and
them concerning freedom of
speech, and academic autonomy, what is literature, freedom to
in order· to learn all the different think. Wasn't it the great
ideas about. life. Show them that American judicial pride that an
individual is innocent until proven
we aren't freaks, but humans who guilty?
are sensitive, aware, and
On the other hand, perhaps Mr.
attempting to innovate justice
Sceresse's
telegram was merely a
where there is very little.
thoughtful to Miss Kandel. If she
There will probably be student
marshalls present attempting to has mentioned coming to New
keep peace; listen to them, and Mexico to anyone, and if any
share your knowledge with those violence occurs during her visit,
who come to disrupt. Make Miss Kandel may be tried,
tonight one where you share your convicted, and imprisoned for,
knowledge_ and where we learn what else, conspiracy charges.
Sceresse for Bill Brother.
anew,
Jim Turrietta
Terry Dettweiler

Napoleon Markham (Jim
Sandiford) is not long left to work
his devious plan alone, but joined
in crime and marriage by the
notorious Vesta Violet, alias Mrs.
Prestongrange (Linda Cotton).
Although not expecting any
great-shakes singers in a
melodrama, Miss Cotton and
Cramer carry their numbers off
quite well. Special admiration is
also given to Tony Bruskas who
sang a very moving song, "Mother
Isn't Getting Any Younger," as
Mose, the old Blue Bird hose boy.
As usual Sheridan Thomas has
transformed an aging English
woman (her last Rodey role in
"The Entertainer") into a
squealing, romantic young
Daphne Vanderpool, in and out of
love with the hero, with ease.
If you can still manage to get
your hands on a ticket to "The
Fireman's Flame" you will be
lucky, for it will be playing to full
houses at Rodey Friday and
Saturday evenings at 8:15.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
Sue Major, Barbaro Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermoin, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony Louderbough
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Committee, as did President Ferrel Heady.
Editor
Managing Editor_
The Regents have consistently stood
behind decisions made by Heady, or policies
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquergue, N.M., 87106
set by bodies within the University.
·Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102,277-4202
For example, in the invitation of poet
Lenore Kandel to speak on campus tonight,
Friday, May 1, 1970 ·
they respected the established petitioning Vol. 73_, No. 130
and approval procedures for obtaining
off-campus speakers.
By refusing to follow the dictates of their
Letters are we:lcome and should be
no longer than 260 words typewritattackers, the Regents have demonstrated
ten, double spaced. ~~e, telephone
and address must be included. The
their belief in the validity of student rights,
name of the author ~f the letter wiD
the legitimacy of student-faculty courts, and
not be withheld.
the right of self-determination by the
University community.
Learning Anew
Criticism of their stance indicated
·Shocked Response
ignorance of the proper function of a board To the Editor:
To the Editor:
of regents. Advocacy of a board of regents
Tonight Lenore Kandel is
This letter is written in
which exercises unrestrained power at whim, scheduled to assert her freedom of shocked,
infuriated response to
with no respect for legal channels, is both speech. Tonight the University the actions of Alexander Sceresse,
will use its tradition of academic
shortsighted and frightening.
freedom in letting Miss Kandel Albuquerque district attorney,
Casey Church present her ideas. We as scholars and gubernatorial candidate. His
telegram to Lenore Kandel is a

Lobo Review
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Ovation Greets Kandel
'Love Lusf' Poetess Charms 3000
By MICHAEL BLAKE
Most members of the audience Eric Nelson. Nelson's appearance,
"It's a good poem. It's true."
prior t9 the reading admitted that his first real public exposure ~ince
Lenore Kandel was talking they had come for two reasons: to his election, was clearly
about her most famous piece of hear Lenore Kandel read (most responsible for a healthy portion
writing (in New Mexico anyway), had little or no knowledge of her
of the emotional reception.
"Love Lust P9em," which was poetry) and to observe a possible
Ironically, Kandel began the
undoubtedly the highlight of one confrontation. Earlier in the week
reading with a lengthy section of
of the most controversial County Commission Chairman Ed
appearances at UNM in the Balcomb had issued a call for the Bible's Corinthians XIII which
served to set the tone for the
school's history.
citizens to barricade the reading, entire reading. Kandel later
The poetess, who makes her arm themselves with Bibles;--and admitted that the prospect of a
home in San Francisco, read to drown out Kandel's performance Bible-toting confrontation had
about 3000 persons Friday night ' with psalm-reading.
at Popejoy Hall, in an appearance
But when Kandel made her "brought it to my mind" but
emphasized that the selection had
free of confrontation over values appearance on the brilliantly lit
been read, not to mollify
but filled with the earmat•ks of a stage shortly after 8 p.m. the
dissidents, but because of its own
memorable reading-an inspired audience burst into spontaneous, "special merits."
reader and a receptive, attentive, tumultuous standing-ovation. The
By Request
and enthusiastic audience.
poetess was accompanied by
The
selections
ran the gamut of
There were really two stories to friend and fellow-poet Gregory
topics
and
thematic
content. A
the Kandel reading; the one on Corso, English Professor Steve
poem
entitled
"Old
Men,
Young
the inside (Popejoy Hall) and the Rodefer, GSA President Bill
Men, Dead Men," a searing
one on the outside.
and
condemnation of all war and the
Vietnam war in particular,
prompted the first perceivable
reaction to her poetry, a
three-minute standing ovation.
Other poems dealt with heroin, "a listened attentively, eyes riveted
hot flash in a cold world," on Kandel. Major Hoover
reflections on contemporary Wimberly, head of the state
American life, personal police's Intelligence Division
revelations, and sex.
stood at the rear of the hall with
"Love Lust Poem" was read by The Lobo's managing editor.
special request from Corso; Wimberly hung his head and
toward the end of the program. played with his key chain. Ed
By this time the 500 persons who Balcomb was not present.
had waited impatiently in the
Balcomb had arrived at 7:50
Popejoy foyer had been admitted p.m. with only a handful of his
and the auditorium had reached followers and was denied entrance
standing· room· only capacity.
as were the rest of the 500
There had been much prior persons who arrived after 7:30
speculation on whether the poem p.m.
which created all the furor would
Balcomb was "not sorry" about
be read that evening and when the remarks he had made prior to
Kandel announced the title Kandel's appearance. "lt's time
audible "ooohs" and "aaahs," we got down to the serious
followed by a decided hush, filled business of education," he told
the hall.
reporters and said the reading that
Not Sorry
night was a waste of time and an
The hush remained as Kandel affront to serious students.
Controversial poetess, Lenore
quietly read the relatively short Balcomb departed before Lenore
Kandel, flanked by English Prof.
poem. Many members of the local Kandel uttered her first words of
Steve Rodefer, waits to read at
Kandel
news media gathered in the hall the evening.
Popejoy Hall friday night. Poet
bowed their heads but no overt
The completion of ''Love Lust
Gregory Corso (hands on hips)
reaction
registered on their faces. Poem" was greeted with yet
introduced Kandel.
Students, for the most part, another warm ovation.

The Legislative Universities Study Committee censured the
University Regents and President Ferrel Heady Friday for allowing
Lenore Kandel to read her poetry at UNM.
Miss Kandel's "Love Lust Poem" last spring touched off a wave of
University-oriented criticism, and led to the formation of the Study
Committee.
The resolution, introduced by Rep. Richard Carbajal, D-Valencia,
censured the Regents and Heady for delegating the authority and
responsibility to approve an off-campus speaker to a vice president.
The censuring resolution termed Miss Kandel's invitation "most
· inadviseable and in poor taste."
The resolution was passed without debate.
The censure followed a formal
order from Sen. Robert Ferguson,
D-Eddy, that Miss Kandel's poetry
reading be cancelled.
Ferguson's order was made to Vice
President for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender while Lavender was
testifying before the committee. The
senator said he made the directive on
behalf of his constituents, who had
written to him expressing their
dissatisfaction over Miss Kandel's
appearance. Lavender said he "heard
the request," and would take it to
those involved.
Most of the questions directed to
Lavender concerned the University's off-campus speakers policy.
Lavender is in charge of approving off-campus speakers, and
..
administering the Regent-approved speakers policy.
Rep. William O'Donnell, D-Dona Ana, asked Lavender if he
approved of the policy, and could he stop a speaker from appearing.
Lavender said he considered the policy a "landmark document,"
and that if he cancelled or disapproved of an off-campus speaker, he
would be in violation of th~ first amendment, which guarantees
freedom of speech.
·
Sen. James Kirkpatrick. R-Dona Ana, asked Lavender if "it is
necessary for UNM to act with such distaste to emphaAize a policy?"
Lavender said he thought the University must honor its speakers

Study Committee
Grills U Officials
Over Invitation
To Poet Kandel

STAFF

'Fireman's Flame'

The Red Heart Fire Fighting
Team makes fun of a 11ew recruit,
Harry Howard.

(Continued on page 4)

Lobo J>hoto by Mel Buffingto!!~1

Another selection was delivered
and the reading which had been
called "inadvisable and in poor
taste" ended with a final standing
ovation.
Backstage Kandel graciously
answered a barrage of questions
from local reporters. Was "Love
Lust Poem" the recipient of
similar reactions from other parts
of the country? Was she afraid of
Alexander Sceresse? What was her
poetry like to her?
Kandel answered all of the
questions with measured patience
telling reporters "I just tell th~
truth-my poetry is real."
The Lobo asked her if she was
concerned that the big turnout
came about as a result of~
sensationalism rather than an
esthetic desire to 'hear
contemporary poetry. "No " she
said, "because maybe they ~alked
out with a different feeling."
Perhaps that is so, perhaps it
isn't, but one thing is clear. At
UNM Lenore Kandel is no longer
an obscure poet.

Guaranteed Rights
Upheld Says Ortega
Arturo Ortega, president of the believe that it would be wise nor
UNM Board of Regents, said prudent to interfere with the~
Friday federal couts have held a rights granted to students in these
co II ege student has a
matters."
constitutional right to due process
He added interference by the
before he may be expelled or Regents with rights granted to
suspended from school.
students "probably would be
''A student is not only considered a violation of the
protected by rights guaranteed by rights guaranteed and protected
the first amendment, he is also by the first amendment."
protected by standards provided
Ortega said he ''truly regretted
by the due process clause of the the University has become the
14th amendment," Ortega told a source
of so
much
Law Day audience in Clovis.
misunderstanding," and explaim!d
On the UNM speakers policy, a university is often ahead of
Ortega said, "We may question current thought, "thereby
the wisdom and judgment of becoming a source of tension and
students in bringing a particular controversy."
speaker to campus but we do not
The quality of a university
depends on the quality of its
faculty, and "UNM has been able,
on the whole, to obtain and retain
an excellent faculty," Ortega said.~
He said UNM's atmosphere of
freedom and openness of inquiry
has been the ~esult of a system of
governance which "operates on
the principle that the mission of
the university can be most
successfully accomplished by the
sharing, through delegation or
otherwise, of the responsibility
for governance."
He told his audience mistalces
are made in the use of freedom,
because of "human frailtv" but
said if the exercise of freedom
results in concepts which are
found to be erroneous, "they will
be given up or rejected or
Arturo Ortega
displaced."

,,
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RHC Tutoring
Anastaplo, a critic of both
Residence Halls Council (RHC) sides, will djscuss the Chicago
is sponsoring free tutoring by conspiracy trial.
upperclassmen and graduate
The speech will be at 8 p.m. in
r:;tudents. Monday biology, · the Union Theater. It is sponsored
chemistry, and German will be by the UNM Law Students Civil
tutored, Tuesday will be French, Rights Research Council.
Spanish, and math, and
Anastaplo resigned his position
Wednesday psychology, physics, at Rosary College when the school
and English will be tutored. blocked a speaking engagement by
Tutoring will be in the west side William Kunstler, a defense
of La Posada Dining Hall, from 7 attorney in the Chicago trial. He
to 10 p.m. each evening listed. continues to lecture at the
Flute Recital
For more information call University of Chicago.
Joy Bowren will present a 277-5578.
He graduated from the
senior flute recital tonight at 8:15
University
of Chicago law school
Civil Disobedience
,in the Recital Hall.
in
1950
and
became the center of
Ann Giufoile from the Joan
Assisting will be Bob
another
controversy
when he
Counselman, organ; Gwen Powell, Baez Institute for Study of refused to discuss with a
Non-Violence
will
speak
on
the
flute; John Cady, harpsichord;
Gail Long, piano; Peggy importance of civil disobedience committee of the Illinois Bar
Association his political and
McCreary, oboe; Rick Guidry, and non-violent direct action at religious
beliefs.
clarinet; Jane Robbins, bassoon; 8:15 p.m., May 6 in the Newman
The
U.S.
Supreme Court in
Center.
and Russel Lenth, French horn.
1961
voted
5-4
that he had not
The recital will include the
SOC Rally
been
denied
due
process
when the
premiere performance of Five
The Student Organizing Bar Association refused to admit
Miniatures for Woodwind Quintet, Committee (SOC) will hold a rally him to the practice of law.
composed by a UNM graduate on U.S. involvement in Laos and
student, Jack D. Lantz.
Cambodia on the Mall, May 13.
Fiesta Eyents
There is no charge.
Speakers include newly-elected
ASUNM President Eric Nelson,
The Fiesta '70 schedule of
Poet Films
Gil Merkx, Bob Kern, and others.
events will include western and
Three films, "The Days of Anyone interested in helping .with
Mariachi dances, an intercultural
Dylan Thomas," "Ezra Pound," preparations, call 243·2413.
bazaar, and the traditional rodeo
and "In a Dark Time" which is
and hootenanny, Jennie Chavez,
Chicago Conspiracy Critic
about Theodore Roethke, will be
chairman of the Fiesta committee,
George
Anastaplo,
who
shown in the Union theater on
announced Thursday.
resigned
his
position
as
a
May 5, at 5 and 10 p.m. The
The Fiesta king and queen will
-i!!!howings are sponsored by the department chairman at Rosary
be elected Thursday, May 14.
College,
River
Forest,
III.,
over
a
Thunderbird. Admission is 50
Their coronation will be during a
speakers policy dispute, will speak
cents.
baile (dance) Friday night in the
tonight at UNM.
Union. The dance will conclude
with "La !'4archa", the wedding
march adapted for the coronation,
Miss Chavez said.
Thursday's activities will also
include an open barbeque at
Hokona dormitory in the
afternoon, and the "Mariachi
Gala" will play from 8 to 10 p.m.
on the east athletic field.
When you know
The student hootenanny will be
on
the east athletic field Friday
it's for keeps
afternoon until 4 p.m.
"We encourage everyone to
wear Mexican, Indian, and
All your sharing, all your
western clothes on Friday," she
special memories have
said.
grown into a precious and
A western street dance in the
enduring love. Happily, these
north parking lot will follow the
...-..
Saturday afternoon rodeo. The
cherished moments will be
rodeo
will be at the Posse
forever symbolized by your
Grounds on the State
diamond engagement ring.
Fairgrounds.
If the name, Keepsake is in
An intercultural bazaar Sunday,
May 17, featuring display booths
the·ring and on the tag, you
with the dress, wares and foods of
are assured of fine quality
Mexican, Indian and Afro peoples
and lasting satisfaction. The
will be the final event of Fiesta
engagement diamond is
'70.

.....

flawless, of superb color, and
precise modern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
choice selection of many
lovely styles. He's listed in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

-L~:I;dSa..
DIAMOND

"Names were chosen at random among the names
marked with an asterisk. People were called over a four
week period," said Kathleen Winslow, Women's Liberation
member working on the survey.

"The p~pose of the poll was to show what ~eed exists
for the center, and to find out what people thmk of the
idea of cooperative, free day care.

"We also wanted to publicize the idea, especially among
those who would be least likely to be informed about .
campus activities," she said.
The administration initially turned down the proposal
partially because of a lack of demonstrated support for the
idea, the survey report said.
Three questions were asked of those called: 1) Do you
have children? 2) What are the ages of your children? 3)
Would you be interested in using a free day care center
located on the campus?
Results:

calls made

160

families with
children 8 yrs.
old or younger
interested
not interested
undecided
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two separate activities at the same
time.
Santamaria, Tony Olmi, the
present International Center
director, and other volunteers
plan to finish the "fine work"
themselves to save· money, The
addition will cost $16,000, which
will be paid for by, the
administration. In turn ASUNM
will pay an extra $100 a month
rent, Olmi said.
Broaden Base .
Santamaria wants to take what
has been accomplished at the
International Center, "broaden
the base," and "increase the
cosmopolitan life at the
University."
"All activities at the center

i

have as their final goal promoting
international relations," he said.
He plans an expanded calendar of
events for next year. Possible
activities would include dances
international dinners, slid~
programs, and lectures.
Santamaria emphasized that
activities are not only for foreign
students.
"Foreign students can share
experiences with Americans and
learn the way of life. And
Americans can learn about other
countries from foreign students.
This is where the slide program
could come in. We hope to have
foreign students give lectures and
tell about their experiences back
home."
"An International Center just
for foreign students would almost
be a waste of time. It must bring
in people from the outside.
Foreign students are only a
portion of the picture," Olmi
added.
·
Lecture Program
Santamaria was a member of a
Center Addition
foreign student lecture group
when he attended the University
of Hawaii, and hopes to start a
similar program here, possibly for international dignitaries since its
opening three years ago.
lectures to high schools.
"We offer foreign students an
He also plans a newsletter.
"A newsletter would be a opportunity to meet dignitaries
means of advising of activities and from their own countries," Olmi
news in general. It would provide said.
Professors use the center for
an opportunity' for foreign
students to donate articles. It classes because of the informal
could be a monthly publication of atmosphere, and many students
international viewpoints," he said. take non-credit language courses
He would also like to offer there, Santamaria said.
At present, the center offers a
cultural and social tours and
limited
file of information on
excursions for foreign students.
foreign
countries, and
However, Santamaria said he is
not sure what can be done with international magazines of general
the additional space. "I can't interest.
The center also provides special
really plan until I face the
services
for foreign students, such
problems, and see the response."
as temporary overnight
Speakers Receptions
The International Center has accommodations for transient
been used for receptions by the foreign students. This service is
Speakers Committee and as a listed in the British student travel
place for informal meetings with guide and the NSA travel guide,
Olmi said.

Actress Jane Fonda will speak
on Cambodia tonight at 8 at the
Kiva. Warren Wagar, UNM history
professor, will introduce her. New
Mobes and the Thunderbird are
sponsoring the talk.

Women's Lib
Women's Liberation will hold
an orientation meeting tonight at
8 in Union room 129. All women,
whether they support oppose the
organization, are invitf!d to
attend.

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
277-4102, 277·4202
Tho New Meldco Lobo Is
pubUshed dally every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
. Univernlty of New Mcldco, and Is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage ·paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription ratll I~ $1 for
the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of 'l'he Lobo are
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of The Lobo •
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

Lobo :Photo by Chcswr Painter

A new addition is currently under .consturction at UNM's
International Center. The addition is scheduled for completion July
1, the same day the new center director, Enrique Santamaria, will
takeover.
A Foreign .Student Loan Closet, but will be moved to the center
which allows foreign students to when the new addition is
borrow rugs, dishes, utensils, and completed, Santamaria said.
other household goods, is also
Olmi said the increase in space
operated by the International
could
also enable foreign students
Center. The loan closet is
to
conduct
religious services at the
presently at the Wesley House, center.
ft

.
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"Many people indicated they would use the center for
only a few hours on certain days, or that they were
interested in using it full time," said Miss Winslow.
She explained a majority of those called felt children
older than eight years do not require supervised care after
schooL
Of those not interested in using a day care center, many
said they "live too far from campus to make use practical"
or that their children are "already attending" a private
center.
Many people volunteered spontaneously to work in the
center next fall, including some people who have no
children. Some also volunteered to work now in designing
and constructing play equipment, painting, and decorating
the center, said Miss Winslow.
The survey was conducted for the Child Care Center
Committee, a joint ASUNM-GSA committee setting up the
center. Both GSA and ASUNM have contributed operating
funds for the proposed center.

"ei/7.' of your old tapes =:;F_
..
.•
•;~f:E;cchange
• ••
•
Them! : ;~:

L___
S

%

The percentages for families with children eight or
younger is based on the number called, and percentages for
the last three listings are based on the number of families
with children.

~·:::!• Ifyou'retired ·~.~A

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Pleose send new 20 page boo~let, "How To Plan Your Engagement one/ Wcddin9,"

#

%

64 40.00 109 47.19. 173 44.24
41 64.06 87 79.82 128 74.00
19 29.69
22 20.18 41 23.70
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A new add~tion presently under
c o n s t ~ u c t 1 o n ·.,,;,at UN M ' s
lnternatJona! Center is scheduled
for completion July 1, the same
day the new center director,
Enrique Santamaria, will take
over.
.
Santamaria, a native of Mexico
and a graduate student in
Ibero-American affairs, has been
at UNM one year.
Work on the new addition, a 23
by .36.5 foot room, was begun
April 23. Plans call for a sliding .
partition to be installed which will
enable the room to be divided for

Members of Albuquerque's Women's Liberation phoned
391 of the 8000 people listed in the student atld faculty
directories as being married.

Students

..•

. lnternafl Center Expands Program

Almost three-fourths of the married couples among
UNM's students, faculty, and staff who have yo~ng
children are interested in a child day care center, accordmg
to an informal poll taken recently.

Faculty I staff
%
#

Page 3

New Adclition Nearly Complete

Child Care Center

Historian's Conference

Phi Alpha Theta, the national
honor society for historians, will
hold its eighth annual regional
conference Saturday, May 9, in
the Union, with registration
beginning at 8 a.m. The featured
speaker at the conference banquet
will be Ramon Ruiz, professor of
history at the University of
California. All faculty and
students are invited. ·

k
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Andre Kole has spoken in 43 countries Fourth Dimension, and reveal some amazon five continents of the world, and on ing predictions of the future which could
natiodal television in 30 countries. This affect the life of every person in attendance.
year, he will probably be performing and
speaking on more college and university This unusual presentation is sponsored by
campuses throughout the world than any Campus Crusade for Christ. Due to his inother person.
terest in the supernatural, Mr. Kole will
include
some observations he made from
"UNMASKING THE UNKNOWN"
is the title Mr. Kole gives to this intriguing his investigation of the miracles of Christ
presentation in which, among other things, from the point of view of an Illusionist.
he will give a visible demonstration of the This will no doubt be the most unusual
program you will ever witness.

Monday, May 4
8 p.m.
General Admission: Adults $1
Children (under 12) 50¢
UNM Students Free!
Student Union Ballroom

j
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Questions Kandel Invitation·

Group Grills Officials
(Continued from page 1)
.assistant, and he could see no
policy, and that the policy is reason to relieve Orzen of his
something the University and the duties as long as he was doing a
state can be proud of. He said that good job.
Merrill Taylor, R-Farmington,
if he did not follow the speakers
policy, he would be derelict in his asked Travelstead if he thought
duties, and defying the Regents. Miss Kandel's appearance would
Kirkpatrick asked if the serve an academic function. When
students are taking over at UNM, Travelstead answered that he did
or gaining at least a partial voice not think her appearance was
in University governance, educational, Taylor asked why an
Lavender said, "I hope so", since "obscene" poet should be allowed
every faction of the University to read.
should be heard in policy-making.
Travelstead said he did not have
>~ Kirkpatrick told Lavender the
such a ''simplistic answer to what
University administration has is obscene, and what is not," as
shown an "almost frantic desire did Taylor. The vice president said
not to make a decision. Why that to cancel Miss Kandel's
doesn't someone down there be a appearance would be to abridge
man, and make a good solid the speakers policy, and that
decision and stand by it? You would be worse than the poetry
people down there need a reading.
consensus of opinion before a
Travelstead said one of the
decision is made. Why can't just functions of a university is to
one man make decisions.
present both sides of an issue, and
Vice President for Academic allow the student to make a
Affairs Chester Travelstead also decision of validity. He sai<! •his
testified before the committee. He premise extends to poetry, and
was asked why the University that students should have the
retains Bill Orzen as a research opportunity to hear both good
assistant while he is facing and bad poetry.
Carbajal asked Travelstead if be
disciplinary charges before the
didn't think some people in the
Student Standards Committee.
· · Travelstead said Orzen was state would take Miss Kandel's
working well as a research appearance as an affront. "Yes,

SUTTON
PLACE. INC.
Want the latest in Carousel
Wigs? Visit Sutton Place in
The Mall shopping center.
See the newest wig in town
THE GREEK BOY
($25 complete)

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147
6901 Lomas N .E. 268-6848

many must take it as an affront.
But I think many intelligent
people would see it in the light"
of allowing free speech.
Kirkpatrick then expressed
alarm that someone might be
killed at Miss KandeJ•s
appearance.
Students David Wilson and Bill
Bridgers also directed some
remarks to the committee. Wilson
said the committee, if concerned
about the obscenity of Miss
Kandel's poetry sould not attend
her reading. Bridgers reminded the
committee about their poor Image
at UNM. He said the committee
has the image of a "witch hunt"
at the University.
,

AWS Will Vote
On 2 Proposals
Women students will vote
today on two proposals to
reorganize the government of
Associated Women Students
(AWS) which have been under
discussion for about six months.
The proposals concern setting
up an all-women's board to act as
the appellate body for women
students, and setting up an
advisory committee of students
and faculty.
The advisory board would
consist of five voting students, a
student chairman, two voting
faculty members, and an advisor
appointed by the University
President. It would hear
complaints brought by faculty,
students, or administration
members, and would have
the power to"suggest action," said
AWS President Marge Maronick.
Polling places will be set up in
Hokona, La Posada, and the
Union, and voting will go on "all
day," Miss Maronick said.

,. It's a beauty parlor
ina box.
...

The Nore_lco Home Beauty Salon 25LS is a
shaver plus 10 different beauty attachments.
You can get a close, fast, very gentle shave on
your legs and underarms.
Then change attachments and manicure your
fingernails with our uniquely styled nail file and
buffer. Or pretty up your cuticles. Change again,
and you can massage your scalp or your face. Or
you can apply cream deep down in your skin. Or
use it to do a lot of other things to make you look
better.
The Norelco Home Beauty Salon. It has everything a girl needs to be as pretty as she wants.

#orelctl
,, 1970 Notth Ametfcan Philips Corporation, 100

f:a~,t4~n<f

Street, N()W York, N. Y.l0017.
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WORLD NEWS
By United Press International

College Protests Sweep Nation
College 'students around the nation vowed Sunday to step up their
protest against expansion of the war in Southeast Asia. A week long
strike was scheduled for Monday at many schools.
In Cleve'Jand, about 75 students occupied ROTC offices on the Case
Reserve University campus. Case President Robert Morse told the
students that protesting "is not the way to get out of Cambodia.''
The students vowed to remain in the ROTC offices until an
emergency meeting of the faculty senate is held Tuesday,
Students from at least 13 colleges-many where violence occurred
following President Nixon's decision to send troops to Cambodia-caller
for a weeklong ,strike. Students who signed the four-point resolution
calling for the strike were from the University of Pennsylvania,
Princeton, Pennsylvania State, Temple, Bryn Mawr, Villanova,
Lycoming, Bucknell, Rutgers, Goucher, Drexel, West Chester State, and
the Philadelphia College of Art ..
Columbia Presidept Andrew W. Cordier agreed to a one-day
moratorium on classes Monday to protest the Cambodia situation. As
Cordier made his announcement, editors from six of eight Ivy League
newspapers were meeting to discuss joint action on the issue, possibly
an editorial calling for a strike at colleges throughout the country.

Sporadic Fighting Continues
PHNOM PENH-Sporadic skirmishing Sunday punctuated a lull in
Cambodian fighting but there was no evidence yet the allied border
offensive was driving the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese deeper
into Cambodia.
One Cambodian soldier was reported killed in the heaviest
Communist attack, a one-hour assault on an outpost two miles
northeast of Prey Veng City, 25 miles west of Phnom Penh.
A military spokesman said the Viet Cong attacked Kampot Saturday
but were thrown back with only "light" Cambodian losses.

Congress Rekindles Indochina Debate
WASHINGTON-With U.S. Troops now fighting in Cambodia, the
House and Senate resume their rekindled debate on the Indochinese
War this week with resolutions to either halt or limit American
participation.
Such resolutions were due in both chambers, but most of their
sponsors conce'ded they amounted to little more than symbolic protests
rather than realistic attempts to sway President Nixon's war policy.
In the Senate, the Foreign Relations Committee scheduled another
meeting today to discuss various alternatives for displaying its
displeasure over the turn of events in Southeast Asia, including what to
do about what some members saw as a partial rebuff from Nixon on a
demand to meet with him.
Many committee members were planning to boycott the meeting,
Nixon offered, a Tuesday night White House gathering with their
counterparts on the House Foreign Affairs Committee.

Summer Session Set for Santa Fe

Extend Grad Deadline

Deadline for application for
UNM graduate courses to be
taught this summer at the College
of Santa Fe has been extended to
May 15, George P. Springer, UNM
graduate dean, announced.
UNM is offering 10 courses
during the summer session
beginning June 8 on the College
of Santa Fe campus. All courses
carry UNM resident graduate
credit and an individual student

may select a maximum of two
during the ses.<;ion.
Course offerings are in English,
education, and history.
Wilson Ivins, former chairman
of the UNM secondary education
department and a long-time
member of the College of
Education faculty, will teach two
three-hour courses and will serve
as resident I,'Taduate adviser during
the first month of the summer
session. His course, a workshop in
foundations and trends in
secondary education and
advanced instructional strategies,
will be completed during the
month.
Persons desiring to take classes
in the graduate program at Santa
Fe may obtain application forms
from the UNM Graduate School
at Albuquerque or from the office
of coordinator of institutional
planning at the College of Santa
Fe. The completed forms must be
sent to the UNM Graduate School
no later than May 15.

IS SALES MANAGEMENT YOUR CAREEH.?
The Army is a good place to start.
It takes the same qualities Lo be a successful sales
manager as it takes to be a good Army Officer. Con~
fidence in yourself. Ability to lead others. Authority
that demands respect.
In the Army's Officer Candidate Schools and, later,
serving as an officer, you'll develop and sharpen these
qualities into an important, life-long asset.
One that will serve you well in any career you choose.
I~ the Army the emphasis is on men, not equipment.
So, m. the fullest sense, Artny officers lead men. They
lead m communications centers, intelligence work,
co~p!lter pro~r.amrni_ng, guided missile sites, military
trammg, arlmm1stratwe services.
And, most important of all, they lead in combat.
Since obligatory military service is a fact of life
~houldn't ~ou invest your time as wisely and reward~
mg as possible
The OCS Team representative, 1st Lt. Joe· Hoey
when he visits the campus on May 6-7-8 at the Place~
ment Center.

Yom· Future . . . You1· Decit:.ion . . .
CHOOSE ARMY OOS
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Pollution Killing Game
Civilization Destroys Ha.bitat, Food

. Encroaching civiliza~ion with
tts r~sultant .PollutiOn, and
unrestr~cted huntmg have ~ed to
an envtrom~en~al problem m. the
form .of extmct10n of some ammal
sp~Cie~ .and the threatened
ex~!nc:t<?~ of ~thers.
. Ctv1hzat10n destroys the
habtta~, food s~ppl~, and sp~ce
for ~mmals to hve. m. Excesstve
huntmg. and t~a~pm~ have been
the d.evt~~ for. ex.mcbon of. some
spec1es,
satd U~ B1ology
Professor Howard J, D1ttmer.
.
~ederal law~ protect certam
ammal spec1es. State laws
protecting the same species . are
not allowed to be more lement
than the federal law, but they can
be .~ore restr~ctive.
.
Ga~e ammals all fall mto a
protective area. of one .kind or
another. InsectiVorous brrds and
song birds are ofte.n protected,
and th.e b~ld. eagle 1s, of course.
DDT IS killmg the bald eagle.
They eat ~ish who may have eaten
sprayed msects and plants. So
DDT builds up in the eagles and
causes sterilized eggs or soft shells

s~ they ~on't hatch propterly ,"
Dtttmer satd.
Animals need a certain number
to reproduce and keep an
adequate gene pool to survive.
The World Wildlife Fund lists
the whooping crane as in a
precarious situation for survival.
There are only 35 known
whooping cranes left seven in
captivity.
'
"The whooping crane situation
is so precarious, any sort of
disaster in their nesting places and
they're done," Dittmer said.
"Hunters in Africa are
endangering some species. I would
say leopards are in greater danger
of becoming extinct than any of
the other great cats, except the
Bengal tiger in India. They are
hunted very freely, and don't
reproduce rapidly Predatory
animals, such as iions, don't
inc.rease in population very
raptdly since the mothers don't
take very good care of the young.
It's the fortunate one that
survives," Dittmer said.
The New Mexico Game and

Fish Department reported that "if
you're big enough to carry a gun,
you can get a hunting license."
There are no requirements as to
mental or physical competence,
no eye test, and no age limit.
"You have to have hunting,
especially of deer, which can
increase rapidly. For example, in
Kaibab, on the north rim of the
Grant Canyon, most of the
predatory animals were killed off,
and the deer ate themselves out of
house and home and ruined the
habitat.
"There is nothing wrong with
controlled hunting, but I do feel
game Jaws are too lax," Dittmer
said.
"One way to stop the
extinction of animals is to cut
down on the human population so
it doesn't encroach on animal's
habitat. More firmly enforced
game laws would help. The
liberation of all those pesticides
into the atmosphere harm some
species by interferring with their
reproductive cycle," he added.

Dean Emeritus John Robb
Receives $10,000 Book Grant

Dean emeritus John D. Robb of
the UNM College of Fine Arts has
received a one-year, $10,000 grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation
to help complete a scholarly book
on Hispanic folk music in New
Mexico and the Southwest.
Robb, a member of the New
Mexico Folklore Hall of Fame,
has collected over 2300 taped
examples of folk music which he
is transcribing and translating into
English for the treatise. The
Rockefeller grant will enable him
to employ several associates to
assist in this work.
The former UNM dean, who is
the author of one book of
Hispanic folksongs of New Mexico
printed by the UNM Press, has
spent more than 25 years
collecting folk melodies on
records, wire, and tape. His first
book was published in 1954 and
now is in its second printing.
"I look on the project as part

of the acculturation process, to
help us better understand this
region of the country," Robb
said. "That's why everything is
being translated into English."
He said that he now has
virtually all of the tapes he will
include in the book, but added, "I
still want to listen to a few things
in Texas, Arizona, and
California."
In addition to his New Mexico
and Southwest tapes, Robb has
acquired tapes of many other
types of folk music during his
travels in Guatemala, .El Salvador,
Venezuela, and Mexico in Latin
America, and in India, Nepal, and
the Soviet Union, among other
lands.
Several recent books have
borrowed heavily from the Robb
collection, and increasing use of
the collection is being made by
various departments at UNM and
by organizations interested in
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social work among the rural
communities of New Mexico.
Robb said he has engaged two
associates to help with the
transcribing and translating and
that he plans to add others.

,
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UTICA, N.Y. (UPI)-Jackie
Wells, a weapons collector from
Derby, N.J., was arrested
Saturday for the possession of 38
dangerous weapons-his collection
of switchblade knives which he
was showing at a gun show.
Police said the weapons were
confiscated from the New York
State Arms Collectors Invitational
Gun Show where they were on
display.

John Robb
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Noted Economist

John K. Galbraith, noted
economist and advisor to the late
President John F. Kennedy, will
speak tomorrow night at 8 in
Popejoy Hall.
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Miners Devastate Two Lobo Teams
UTEP Sweeps
Weekend Track,
Baseball Series

It made little difference to the
athletes from UTEP whether they
played in Albuquerque or El Paso.
The Miners knocked the Lobo
baseball team right out of the
WAC Southern Divfsion race with
a three-game sweep, and soundly
beat a UNM track team that was
billed as the best in years.
The Texas . disaster began
Friday afternoon as the Miners,
who had been lying dormant in
the cellar with a 2·7 record,
dropped the Lobos to 5·5 in WAC
play with a 10-8 victory. Starting
pitcher Gary Jacobs was rocked
for six runs and ten hits until
Tommy Roberts took over the
mound in the seventh. The change
did not bother the bats of the
Miners as they scored six runs in
the final two innings to clinch the
win. Som\l faulty fielding also
aided the Miners with two
unearned runs.
The Lobos' pitching problem
wiped out an 11-hit Lobo attack.
Larry Minarsich continued his hot
hitting with a double and a triple
in five trips, and Ken Johnson had
a pair of safties, The heavy hitting
of UTEP left fielder Bob
Prokopowicz (three hits and a
walk) and right fielder Rick Butler
(a single, a triple, and four RBI's)
proved to be the Lol:!os' undoing.
On Saturday the Miners picked
up where they had left off, this
time against Jim Kremmel. The
junior lefty shut the Miners out
for four innings but then, the dam
burst. They reached Kremmel for
two runs in each of the fifth,
sixth, and seventh innings and
added another in the eighth off of
reliever Chuy Armandariz.
'Meanwhile the Lobos could only
score twice as Armando Reyes hit
run-scoring singles in the third and
seventh.
Seven different Miners crossed
the plate as the batters belted out
11 hits to win it, 7 ·2.
The Miners continued their
humiliation of the Lobos (they
had also beaten the Wolfpack two
out of three at the beginning of
the season) by evening their
records at 5-7 with a seven-inning,
5·3 win.

In action at Saturday's Cherry·Silv~r game, Randy Rhynes charges through alumni defense (left). At ri~ht Sarn Scarber (23) and Paul Smith scramble for Scarber's fumble.

Rhynes. Long Standouts
As Varsity Routs Alumni
By PAUL FLECK
It was only a team made up of

SEE A YOUTHFUL EUROPE
WITH· BRITISH STUDENT ESCORTS.
VARIED PROGRAMS. LEISURE
TIME WITH PERSONAL FREEDOM
ON A S.T.O.P. TOUR

tor more information and a brochure call

IVIanarch Travel Inc.

243-1311
-Complete Travel ServiceNo Charge For Our Service
AIR- RAIL- STEAMSHIP
Tour and cruise arrangements for travel everywhere and
anywhere, domestic and, Europe, and worldwide, escorted or independent.
Lobby-Notional Building, 505 MarqueHe, NW
Ruth Hoid, Monageri Pot Heckler, Agenti Shari King, Agent

Monarch Makes Memories

alumni, a skeptic might say.
While this is the truth, Lobo
fans will have to wait until Sept.
19 to find out for sure, the Lobos
looked like a good solid football
team Saturday.
The Wolfpack closed out its
spring drills with a 71·0 rout of
the alumni before 4700 spectators
at University Stadium, and now
will let injuries heal and stategists
plan for the fall opener against
Iowa State.
The varsity ground out 409
yards rushing and added 67 more
with three pass completions, Five
different backs had 50 or more
yards rushing, and only once did
the alumni crack the offensive line
to snare a back for a loss.

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Mair;~tenance
On All Foreign Cars

Over 100 yrs. Cambined
Experience
Free Estimates
265-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

--:.-: --::cj

SODS MENAUL BL.VD., N.E.
ALBUCIUE:R<;IUE, NEW ME:XICD B71tD
TELEPHONE ISDSJ 268•4227
STORE HOURS • 9:00A.M. TO 7:DD P.M.
MON, •BAT.

Don Perkins was the biggest
threat for the alumni, posting 88
yards rushing. Ace Hendricks also
caught 10 passes for the alums,
good for 106 yards.
Although the varsity's defensive
backfield was without the services
of their top interception men Jay
Morrison and Ken Ross due to
injuries, it accounted for seven
pass interceptions-every one
leading directly to a touchdown.
The varsity scored 28 in the
first half and then equaled that
total in the third quarter alone.
Wasting no time, the varsity
scored on their first drive. The
66-yard march was capped when
freshman Randy Rhynes plunged
over from the one. Joe Hartshorne
added the extra point and the
varsity never looked back.
Rhynes carried the ball 13
times, logged 62 yards and two
touchdowns, and was voted the
varsity's outstanding player.
Hendricks received the
outstanding alum mention in light
.of his receptions from his old
teammates Rick Beitler and Terry
Stone,

It took Wyoming's Norwegian
import Per Helga four hours to
beat Van Hill in the first man
singles match during the
UNM-Wyoming tennis dual
Saturday morning at the Lobo
courts.
Helga's win was to no avail in
the final outcome as the Lobos
took a 7-2 win. Helga, a junior
transfer student from Norway,
saw his opponent bounce back
from a 2·5 disadvantage in the
third set of the split set matchup
before finally settling for a 19·17
victory. Hill dropped the first set,
7-5, but came back in the second
set, winning it 6·4.

for
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Two compression-loaded speal<ers
Two VU meters
Lay-in threading
Automatic shut-off, tape counter
Interlocked controls
FM multiplex ready

Comes with two dynamic microphones,
7" reel of tape, take-up reel.

Alumni
Varsity

0

7

0
21

0
0- 0
28 16·71

V-Rhynes lron (Hartshorne kick)
V·McBee 24 pass from Long (Lesniak
kick)
V·Gaines 54 pass interception
(McDonald kick)
V-Gallagher 4 run (Hartshorne kick)
V·Rhyncs 1 run (Lesniak kick)
V·Ware 36 run (llartshorne kick)
V·Vorman 2 run (Lesniak kick)
V·GaUaghcr 1 run (Hartshorne kick)
V-Safety-ccntcr snap out of endzone
V·Ware 2 run (kick failed)
V·Henry 15 run (Hartshorne kick)
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2933 Monte Vista N.E.
265-6631

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

The only other Lobo loss came
at the hands of Wyoming's Hannu
Ajala, who beat Lobo second
singles competitor Dwight
Howard in two sets, 10-8, 6·3.
After that, the Lobos romped.
In the third man singles match,
Bruce Hutcheson defeated Ivan
Helgader, 6-1, 11·9, and Jim
Mitchell followed suit in the
fourth man singles by beating
Tom Gilles, 7·5, 6·1. Mitchell is a
freshman.
Junior Doug MacCurdy took
the fifth man singles match
b~ating Scott Fork, 7·5, 6·1, whil~
T1m Russell closed things out in
the singles category by beating
Jim Olcott 1-6, 6·4, 8·6.
In doubles matches
Hill·Hutcheson defeated
Helga -Gilles, 6·4, 5-7, 6·2, while
Robb Jones-Howard defeated
Ajala·Helgaker, 7-!1, 6-3. The two
freshman, Rugsell and Mitchell
defeated Ford-Olcott, 6·4, 6·3. '
The Lobos topp~>d the
Cowboys in their Friday
afternoon dual. UNM will stay in
Albuquerque this week and will
meet Arizona twice next
weekend, oncm Friday aftcmoou
at 3 p.m. and again Saturday at 10
a.m. on the Lobo tl'nnis courts.

toss while teammate Fred
DeBernardi came in second with a·
60-1. Jaros' third place effort was
a 54·11 toss.
Steffes' win in the long jump
was a mild upset over favored
Larry Vanley. Steffes went 24-2
to best his career record while
Vanley was an even two inches
behind. Vanley's 49-11 triple
jump effort fell almost two feet
short of Steffes' effort, Lobo Bob
Raines was third with a 43·4.
In the high jump, Sco~t English
cleared the 6-11 mark to edge
Lobo freshman Rick Lowder's 6·6
second place effort. Paul Heglar of

UTEP tr~rned in a 6-2, good
enough for third.
In the javelin, Lobo Ulf
Johansson won as el!:pected. His
237-3 was over 20 feet better than
second place Dick Shodone's
214-8. Another Miner, Steve
DeMagistus was far behind in
third place with a 168-7.
Romero's win in the mile
sparked Lobo Chuck Schuch, who
came in third, to win the
two-mile.
The two frustrated teams now
have a week of rest and practice
before their next trials. The
baseballers will take on Arizona

for a three-game series next
weekend, beginning with a Friday
night battle slated to begin at
7:30 at the Sports Stadium, and
followed by a doubleheader
Saturday at 1. The track team will
be in Fresno for the Fresno
Relays May 9.
PRE-MED STUDENTS

Study In Anatomy conducted at •..
Guild Arts Theatre
3405 Centra I N·.E.
Noon til Midnite

Only $1.50

NOWA MOVIE
presents

THE WALTER READE ORGANIZATION

"TH - ......,. u•~,,..,

THE TRAGIC LOVE STORY OF KAHLIL GIBRAN

And lht woman who unfolded to him the secrets of love and life.

KAHLIL GIBRAN
:

i
j

AWA~UTHOROF
WINNER
omnto Film
Flstiv•l

ThePROPHET

Fa sci noting Film, I saw it twice- Hugh Downs- N.B,C.-T.V.

TWO DAYS ONLY-

TUES. & WED. MAY 5th & 6th
Matinee 4:00-Evenings 7:00 & 9:00

EX.CLU_SIVE
SHOWING.

ADMISSION $2.50

THREE DOCUMENTARY FILMS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 'Tc :per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Joumalt.m Building, Room
mum ($1,40) :per time run. If ad I• to
159, a!ternooWI preferably or mail,
run five or more consecutive days witb
Cl....,Uied Advertifting
no changes the rate I!! redueed to 5e
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
word• to 10.
TERMS: Pa)'Dlent most be mad!! in luD prior to insertion ot adverti1ement.

NM Gets Net Win

THE COLLEGE PLAN

Amazing new
Wollensak 6200

Coach Rudy Feldman
substituted freely to get a good
look at all his prospects. Every
healthy man on the varsity squad
got into action since some of the
second and third stringers
participated with the alumni.
Rocky Long handled the
quarterbacking chores for most of
the game, exhibiting excellent
ballhandling and good execution
of the end sweep option. The
spunky junior only attempted five
passes, hitting his man on three of
them, good for 67 yards.
Feldman alternated Hartshorne
and Jay Lesniak for the
conversion attempts, and the two
soccer-style boosters made good
on eight of nine.

The Lobos jumped away with
two runs in the first inning but
watched that lead to be erased by
five Miner runs in the third. The
Lobos gave Dan Ketcherside no
support in the costly inning,
committing three errors. Only one
of the five runs was earned, but
the rally was enough to drop
Ketcherside'si.~ record to 2-3.
Minarsich smashed two doubles in
the game but also committed two
errors while playing the unfamiliar
position of shortstop.
And while the baseball team
was making the somber trip home
Saturday night, the UTEP track
·team took up the onslaught.
Miner head track coach Wayne
Vandenburg saw his crew take
nine of 17 possible first places in
winning their Saturday night dual
meet with UNM at University
Stadium.
The Miners were tabbed to
score more than 100 points, but
New Mexico put up a stiff
competive front and lost by only
29, 87-58.
The Lobos got a double win
from Chuck Steffes in the long
and triple jumps, turning in a
career best in the long jump with
a 24·21/.z leap. Steffes also won the
triple jump with a 51·8¥.!,
Mike Jones turned in a career
best :51.8 in the 440 intermediate·
hurdles to take a first in the event.
Jones beat his nearest competitor,
Ron Classen of UTEP, by a full
second.
UTEP captured the short
distance events, with Harrington
Jackson turning in a :09.5 in the
century while teammate Paul
Gibson won the 220 with a :21.3
clocking. Their other cinder wiris
came in the 440 relay (:42.4) the
880 run, won by Greg Jones in
1:50.4, the mile, won by Pete
Romero in 4:09.5, and the 120
yard high hurdles, won by Gibson
in :13,9. Depth for UTEP proved
to be the backbreaker, as the
Miners took 16 of 28 possible
places in the running events, many
of them crucial seconds, to
compile 51 of their 87 points.
Afield, UNM took four of the
seven possible firsts, with Steffes
leading the way with his double
win in the jumping events. Ervin
Jaros came from defeat in the
shot put to defeat UTEP's Vince
Monari in the discus with a toss of
179·0, Monari's second place
effort was measured at 176·10.
Monari won the shot with a 61·1

1)

PERSONALS

WANT TO RENT: Airman-husband, student•wife want to rent apartment during
summer vacation period only. CMR Box
2598, Kirtland AFB. 5/7
IF YOU ARE not p"rt of the oolut!on,
then you nrc part of the problem. Come
to Students for Rick Edwards for U.S.
Senator, Mondmy, Mmy 4, 8 :00 p.m., 231
E SUD. 5/4
WANTED: ride from Las Cruces or SU·
ver City nren back to Albuquerque MBY
10. Call 242-6619 alter 6. 5/8
NOW RECEIVING APPLI=:C::-:A':::T:::-10::-:N:::S::-:f:-or
fall and eummer sessions-St. Mark's
Kindergarten and NIU'Sery. One block
eBBt of university. Call 255·7886. G/15
SENlO&-Be sure to have your claas picture taken for the Mirage. No cbal'8'ethree poses, three prfnbl. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service, Call 277·5743 to
scbednle.

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Student ID No. 219·54·7818 on
campus Sunday. 277-2968, 5/7

3)
,•

SERVICES

NEED A RESPONSIBLE house sitter
thl• summer 7 Ph.D, cnndldnte.. LIU'l'Y
Weavel' 247-8698, M"""nge 243·2881. 6/6

TEACHERS WANTED: Southwait Teachen! Agency. 1303 Central NE (Our
twenty-fourth year). Fre<! registration.
5/20

5)

FORSALE

1960 MOBIT.E HOME, 12 feet by 52 feet,
like new, rea~~onable. C~5·0451. 5/7
1969 10-speed Schwinn. WJD deliver. $5o
or best offer. 268·0826, 6/7
'
SIAMESE KITTENS. Male-female. Two
montllll old. Reallonable. Phone 299·
9614. 5/5

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: Hlp chick to work in Head
Shop, Part-time emplo)'Dlent near
U.N.M. Inquire 7:00-8:30 p.m. only
~uni Road SE, Apt. #9.
DEMONSTRATORS: National manufnc•
turcr requires four ( 4) men to demon•
strate product In local area. We will
tra.tn, eo thero is no exuerience :ncces..
sary. Appolntmenbl furnlehed by office.
It's fun and It's easy and it l'BYB very
well. NO DOOR KNOCKING I For Inter·
view appointment, call Mr. Joeselyn285·4084 between 9:00 a.m. and 11:00
a.m. 6/6

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DISCOVER FLYlNG. '5 first lesson, $14
hr. alter. L<!e M""on, 268-4680, 4/16

JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
·'

l

I

J
' -!'
(,,

~

OKIE'S

104 BEER
every Wed, U PM

501 YaleSE
•

Why go to self service?
Check our low prices • .
2¢ Discount per gaJlon

Selection of poetry spoken by Dylan Thoma.s, integrated with music, photographs and
narration, resulting in a work that honors the poet with dignity and affection. Golden
Eagle Award, CINE. Produced by Rollie McKenna. Directed by Graeme Ferguson, 1965.

EZRA POUND

IN A DARK TIME

A profile of the American poet Ezra Loomis
Pound at his daughter's Castle of Brunnenburg in Merano, Italy. A controversial figure
in literature, Pound shows astute critical
judgment which anticipated and directed
many trends in modern literature, as his
harsh, yet resonant voice tells about his
work and quotes extracts from his poems
and other works. Produced for the British
Broad casting Corporation's "Monitor" series.

This fllm makes exciting use of the relation
between spoken word and visual image as
it presents the astonishing range and variety
of the works of poet Theodore Roethke. Pro·
duced by the Poetry Center in cooperation
with the Associated Students of San Francisco State College. Directed by David
Myers.

TWO SHOWS ONLY!
TUESDAY, MAY 5, 1970 AT THE SUB THEATER
7 P.M. & 9 P.M.
ADMISSION 504

ALL APPROVED
CREIJIT CAnDS ACCEPTED

Central At Unlve~slty

THE DAYS OF DYLAN THOMAS

SPONSORED BY THE STAFF OF THE THUNDERBIRD

